
With this new project, Mathis Haug & Benoit Nogaret revisit the legacy of Doc Watson, 
a legendary musician from North Carolina who died in 2012. A tribute to this musician 
not well enough known on this side of the Atlantic…


Digital release on April 09 th on  Spotify, Itunes, Deezer, etc… 
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Here’s to you Mr Watson  

"Pick a song at random from the immense repertoire of traditional American music, and 
you're likely to hear a version of Doc’s.  It was an obvious choice for us to revisit his songs, 
the pleasure of playing a familiar music, to open a dialogue with other musicians in the times 
of the internet and to make this legend known to a new generation",affirm Mathis Haug and 
Benoit Nogaret. 


Guitarist, singer, producer, Mathis Haug has been performing internationally for over 20 
years. He has recorded 5 solo albums for the labels Dixiefrog and Nueva Onda as well as an 
E.P in Memphis, backed by members of the southern-rock band Lucero. He has 
collaborated with artists such as Oum, Pura Fé, JJ Milteau, Eric Bibb, Big Daddy Wilson, 
Angie Wells, Carla Bruni  as a composer, musician and producer…


He discovered Doc Watson at the age of 15, through the learning of the "Finger Picking" 
style, he then decided to tackle the famous "Deep River Blues", masterpiece of Doc's 
career. 


Benoit Nogaret is a guitarist influenced by American music from a very young age. Coming 
from a family of musicians, he learned the guitar encouraged by his father, and became 
thanks to his unique phrasing a very coveted musician on the stage and in the studio.


It was while reading interviews about musicians in French  Rock  magazines that Benoit 
heard about Doc Watson. If Bob Dylan or Jorma Kaukonen quote him as a reference, he felt 

necessary  him to buy albums at the local record 
shop. After purchasing two records, Doc's music 
layed the foundations in his mind, at the confluence 
of Blues, Folk, Country and Rock’n'Roll.


The idea of paying tribute to Doc Watson is first and 
foremost the pleasure of playing his songs. 
Presenting this repertoire allows them to introduce 
this little-known musician and to highlight the themes 
of  his songs: murders ballads, homesickness, love, 
alcohol, miner songs and hobo songs. All of Doc 
Watson's songs can be played in many different 

ways: on guitar, fiddle, mandolin, banjo...This is why they decided to invite Christian 
Séguret, a renowned bluegrass musician (who interviewed Doc himself ) to record two 
songs on fiddle and mandolin, the mandolin having belonged to Ralph Rinzler.


Here's to you Mr Watson, was recorded live in studio in early spring 2021, and our 2 
musicians took pleasure in revisiting these 6 tracks while respecting Doc's spirit. 


On Roll on Buddy, Worried Blues and The Cuckoo Bird, the acoustic guitars interact in 
response to Mathis's vocals, developing a unique sound that has been forged over the years 
of playing around the kitchen table, at family parties, and festivals. On the Murder Ballad 
Little Sadie, Benoit's guitar plays the soaring melodies and solos, while bringing tension to 
the unfolding murder story. 


Liza Jane is one of those Good time songs that Doc loved to play to thrill his audience. The  
rare ballad, Rock, salt and nails (of which there is only a beautiful version available on the 
Web), tells of disillusion and disappointment in love and showcases Mathis’s soulful voice. 




Who are you Mr Watson ? 

“When you hear Doc Watson singing « Amazing Grace », something else 
enters the room.” ( Ben Harper ). 

Arthel "Doc" Watson was an American musician, born on March 3, 1923 in Deep Gap, 
North Carolina, and died on May 29, 2012. 


Doc Watson lost his eyesight at the age of one, but this handicap, far from weakening him, 
made him an exceptional being, with an extraordinary sensitivity and a great humility. « My 
father put me to work and that made me feel useful," he would later testify.  « He let me 
know that just because I was blind didn't mean I was helpless. He was the one who made 
me my first Banjo out of the skin of our recently deceased cat, but it was at the Raleigh 
Institute for the Blind at age 13 that I discovered my first true musical love: the guitar. " 


"Doc" was a excellent multi-instrumentalist and singer, 
mastering the guitar, banjo and harmonica with brio. His 
baritone voice and instrumental skills allowed him to 
tackle a musical repertoire inherited from his family, the 
local community, and the songs he could hear on the 
radio: country, blues, jazz and folk songs.


"Doc" was a excellent multi-instrumentalist and singer, 
mastering the guitar, banjo and harmonica with brio. His 
baritone voice and instrumental skills allowed him to 
tackle a musical repertoire inherited from his family, the 
local community, and the songs he could hear on the 

radio: country, blues, jazz and folk songs. 


He began performing in the streets of Lenoir and Boone, and it was there that he was 
spotted and invited to perform on a radio show. The host decided his name was  too long 
and asked the audience to find him a nickname. A woman called out and shouted "call  him 
Doc"!


After playing electric guitar for some time, he followed the advice of musicologist Ralph 
Rinzler and devoted himself exclusively to acoustic instruments. Rinzler produced the 
album "Old Time Music at Clarence Ashley's" which propelled him onto the emerging folk 
revival scene and allowed him to perform at the Newport folk festival.  His career was 
launched. 


Music was an integral part of the Watson family, and his son Merle accompanied him on 
stage for many years before dying in a tractor accident in 1985. He then shared the stage 
with his grandson Richard, Merle's son. "When my son Merle and I started out," Doc 
recalled a few years later, "we called our music 'traditional plus,' meaning traditional 
Appalachian music as well as whatever other styles we were in the mood to play. "


Throughout his career, Doc Watson recorded dozens of songs, in the studio and in concert, 
leaving us with a priceless legacy in the process. 




1- The cuckoo bird ( trad ) °°°

2- Roll on buddy ( trad )*


3- Worried blues ( trad ) °°°

4- Rock, salt and nails ( Utah Philipps ) 


5- Liza Jane ( trad )

6- Little Sadie ( trad ) 


Mathis Haug: guitar & vocals 

Benoit Nogaret: Guitar & basse on *


Christian Séguret: fiddle & mandolin on °°°

Recorded @ Studiomatik by GuyrOOts 
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